G3 Careers
Please send both an
English and French
resume to:
Maryse Lachance
Regional HR Manager
Maryse_lachance@g3.ca

Job Title: EH&S Regional Reprentative
Location: G3 Eastern Region
G3 Canada Limited is a progressive and continuously growing company. As part of our
commitment of building a smarter path from famers’ fields to the global market, we are
establishing a highly efficient coast to coast Canadian grain enterprise designed to provide a
unique competitive alternative to farmers and superior service to customers and
stakeholders. The integrity and resourcefulness of our people are foundation of commitment.
Based either in Three Rivers or Quebec, and reporting to the EH&S Director, the EH&S
Coordinator will be responsible to support the implementation and maintenance of all
environmental, health and safety policies, procedures and activities for G3 in the Quebec
region. The EH&S Regional Representative will also champion the corporate environment
and safety culture and will assist in G3’s optimization efforts.

Responsibilities and duties include but are not limited to:








We offer employees
excellent working conditions,
competitive salaries and a
comprehensive benefit
package. Interested
candidates are invited to
submit a resume and cover
letter stating their salary
expectations.
G3 is proud of its diverse
workforce comprised of
employees who are valued
for their individual skill and
attributes.
Applicants should contact
the Regional HR Manager if
they require accommodation
during the competition
process on a confidential
basis.

Mentor and support management and supervisors to ensure successful
implementation of EHS programs and policies.
Monitor the application of all EHS regulatory requirements and applicable standards
and provide appropriate support for the implementation.
Provide support for Job Hazard Analysis in all areas of the business unit including
appropriate EHS support for newly installed equipment or process change.
Participate on the EHS policy committee and support in the development and
implementation of EHS programs.
Defining environmental practices to optimize waste disposal channels.
Conduct periodic and quarterly documented site inspections to verify compliance to
Safety, Health and Environmental requirements.
Provide guidance as appropriate for all critical safety device inspection requirements
(harness, life line, lifting device, fire suppression device, etc.).

Qualifications








Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent work experience and education) in safety,
engineering, lean manufacturing or a similar field.
3-5 years’ experience in increasingly complex and responsible positions for location
or corporate safety programs.
Minimum of 3 years’ experience in management or leadership roles.
Certificate or proven experience and training in an EH&S culture.
Ability to develop strong professional relationships and to influence peers, managers
and other teams.
Proficiency with MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) and Lotus Notes.
Must be fluent in both French and English – Please send your resume in both
English and French

G3 provides the opportunity to have a challenging and rewarding career that will allow one to
be part of a growing and dynamic company while offering a competitive salary and benefits
package. Join our diverse team of talented professionals who call G3 home!
This posting will remain open until a suitable candidate is selected

Building a smarter path from farmers’ fields to global markets.

